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A distance function between points in space-time is defined and used to consider the manifold as a 
topological metric space. The properties of the distance function are investigated: conditions 
under which the metric and manifold topologies agree, the relationship with the causal structure 
of the space-time and with the maximum lifetime function ofWald.and Yip, and in terms of the 
space of causal curves. The space-time is then completed as a topological metric space; the 
resultant boundary is compared with the causal boundary and is also calculated for some 
pertinent examples. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The singularity theorems of Penrose and Hawking dem
onstrate that in many cases solutions of Einstein's equation 
must be singular (Hawking and Ellis, 1 hereinafter HE, Chap. 
8). The theorems do not say much about the form this singu
lar behavior will take, however, because the manifolds which 
represent space-time in general relativity do not include the 
singularities. The approach to studying the singular behav
ior thus has been to attach a boundary to the space-time 
manifold, i.e., to define a new topological space in which the 
space-time is an open, dense subspace. One then interprets 
the points of the boundary as "singular points.,,2 To describe 
the singular behavior precisely Einstein's equation must now 
be solved near the singularity. Here "near" is defined by the 
procedure used to attach the boundary to space-time. 

Several boundary constructions have been given (HE,1 
Chaps. 6 and 8; Beem and Ehrlich,3 hereinafter BE, Chap. 5), 
but all suffer from some drawback. The b-boundary con
struction4 has been shown to have unphysical topological 
properties5 as has, recently, a wide class of constructions, 
including the g boundary/ by Geroch, Liang, and Wald. 7 

Moreover, in general it is difficult or impossible to extend the 
causal and differentiable structure of the space-time to the 
boundary. Clearly this is crucial to solving the equations 
near the singularity. Belinskii, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz8 

did this using a method of successive approximations in Ein
stein's equations, assuming certain coordinate conditions. 
The validity of these coordinate conditions has been exam
ined by Barrow and Tipler9 and more recently by Wald and 
Yiplo in the special case of "simultaneous synchronous co
ordinates" (Gaussian normal coordinates in which the sin
gularity takes place everywhere at t = 0), although the most 
general version8 of the work of Belinskii, Khalatnikov, and 
Lifshitz does not use simultaneous synchronous coordi
nates. 

This paper suggests a new approach through which so
lutions to some of these problems may be found. The mani
fold is made into a topological metric space by the introduc
tion of a distance function, where the distance between two 
points is a measure of the difference between the chronologi
cal pasts and futures of the points. The metric space is then 
completed and the additional points form the boundary of 
this construction. Although the metric defined here is not 
differentiable it may be usable to obtain bounds for deriva
tives in some approximation procedure. And by its very na-

ture, of course, it provides a precise definition of "near" a 
singularity. Moreover, being closer in spirit to the causal 
boundary construction of Geroch, Kronheimer, and Pen
rose,2 it is more "global" than the constructions considered 
by Geroch, Liang, and Wald7 and avoids the difficulties in 
the example they present. 

In Sec. II we define the distance function D and show 
that it is a metric. In Sec. III we investigate some properties 
of the metric, concentrating on its continuity, since when D 
is continuous, the metric and manifold topologies agree. We 
consider necessary and sufficient conditions for continuity, 
relating properties of D to the causal structure of the space
time, to conditions on the maximum lifetime function of 
Wald and Yip, 10 and in terms of the space of causal curves on 
M, given the usual CO topology. 

We construct the D boundary in Sec. IV and consider 
several examples. Then, in order to compare the D boundary 
to the related causal boundary, we define a causal structure 
on the completed metric space. This enables us to show that 
the part of the D boundary which has either a past or a future 
is homeomorphic to the part of the causal boundary which is 
generated by uniformly continuous curves, thus generalizing 
some of the observations made in the discussion of the exam
ples. Finally in the conclusion, Sec. V, we summarize and 
suggest further directions to be investigated. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let (M,g) be a space-time, i.e., a paracompact connected 
C"" Hausdorfl'manifold with a Lorentz metric g of signature 
( - , + , + , + ) and a time orientation. Denote the proper 
length of a future directed causal curve r: F - M (Fan inter
val of~) by L (r). (The notation is as in HE 1 unless otherwise 
indicated.) The height of any subset U e M is defined to be 

d(U)=supL(r), 

where r ranges over all future directed causal curves con
tained in U. 

Consider the collection of past sets in M, alternatively 
{ U eM: U = I - (U) }. We define the distance between two 
past sets to be 

D(U,V)==d(UllV), 

where 

UllV==(U- V)u(V- U) 

is the symmetric difference of U and V. 
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Proposition 2.1: D is a topological metric on.the collec
tion of past sets in M. 

Proof: D must satisfy three conditions. 
(i) D (U, V):>O and D (U, V) = o¢}u = V. That D is non

negative is immediate sinceL (y) is. If U = V then U 6. V = 0 
soD (U, V) = O. Conversely, supposeD (U, V) = Obut U ¥= V. 
Then there is a peU - V, say. Since U, V are past sets, 
I + (P)n(U - V)¥=0sothereisaqeU - VsuchthatqeI+(p). 
Connectingp and q by a timelike curve forces D (U, V) > 0, a 
contradiction. 

(ii)D (U, V) = D (V,U). Trivial since the symmetric differ
ence is symmetric. 

(iii) D (U, V)<D (U, W) + D (W, V) (triangle inequality). 
FirstobservethatforA,BCM,d (AuB )<d (A) + d (B). To see 
this consider the image of a causal curve yCAuB. Let 
YA = ynA'YB = ynB. ThenL (YA )<d(A ),L (YB)<d(B),so 

L (y)<L (YA) +L (YB)<d(A) + d(B). 

Since this holds for all yCAuB the result follows. Now, 

U 6. VC (U 6. w)u( W 6. V), 

since any point in U 6. V is in exactly one of U and Vand is 
thus in exactly one of U and Wor exactly one of Wand V. So 
applying this result gives 

D(U,V) =d(U6.V) 

<d(U6.W ) + d(W6.V ) 

= D(U,W) + D(W,V). 

Property (iii), the triangle inequality, is really the key proper
ty. The triangle inequality is often the hardest property to 
satisfy when one attempts to define a topological metric. The 
fact that it emerges neatly here out of the causal structure of 
space-time is some reason to take D seriously. 

Now we use D to define a topological metric on M. Let 

D -(p,q) D (I -(P),I -(q)), p,q e M. 

Proposition 2.2: Provided (M,g) is distinguishing, D - is a 
topological metric on M. 

Proof' Since I -(PI and I -(q) are past sets, the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 carries over line by line except for the second 
statement in (i). But (M,g) is distinguishing means that for all 
p,qe M, if I +(P) = I +(q) or I -(PI = I -(q), then q = p. Thus 
D -(p,q) = O~p = q. 

Replacing past by future throughout the preceding dis
cussion gives a dually defined metric D +. (For most of the 
definitions and results which follow, only one of the past
future dyad will be stated explicitly; the dual is to be as
sumed.) Then, abusing the notation slightly, we define 

D (p,q) D +(p,q) + D -(p,q), p,q e M, 

and observe that D is a metric on M since D + and D - are. 
The pair (M,D ) is now a topological metric space so we will 
be able to complete it and thus effectively to attach a bound
ary to M. Before doing so, however, we investigate some of 
the properties of (M,D ). 

III. PROPERTIES 

Although D is a metric on M, D (p,q) need not be finite. 
For example, Minkowski space D (p,q) is infinite for all 

length in I -(P)6.I -(q). To avoid situations like this we re
strict our attention to space-times of finite timelike. diameter 
(BE,3 p. 329), that is, those with finite length for all timelike 
curves. This includes, e.g., the closed Friedmann universe, 
the region 0 < r < 2m in the maximally extended Schwarzs
child solution, and any globally hyperbolic space-time which 
is the future development of a Cauchy surface on which the 
maximum lifetime function ofWald and Yiplo is finite. 

Since D (p,q) depends on the length of curves in 

p6.q=(I -(P)6.I -(q)) u (I + (P)6.I + (q)), 

even restricting D to be finite does not prevent properties of 
the space-time far from p and q being reflected in the behav
ior of D near p and q. In particular, consider the continuity of 
D. Two-dimensional "step Minkowski space" gives an ex
ample where D is neither upper nor lower semicontinuous. 
In Fig. 1, 

D (p,q)<lim sup D (p,qn), 

D (q,r):>lim inf D (qn ,r). 

We will investigate conditions on (M,g) under which D is 
continuous for the following reason. Define 91 to be the met
ric topology, i.e., the topology generated by the open balls of 
D: 

B€(p)=[q eM:Dp(q)<EJ, 

where Dp(q)=:D (p,q). We have then the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1: D is continuous ~ 91 agrees with J/, 

where J/ is the manifold topology. 
The importance of this property will become apparent 

when we attach a boundary to M using this construction. 
Before giving the proof we prove a lemma. 

Lemma 3.2: D is continuous ~ D + and D - are contin
uous. 

Proof: (<=) Trivial. 
(~) D is continuous means, since M is paracompact, 

that Pn ~ p, qn ~ q ~D (Pn ,qn) ~ D (p,q). Thus 
Pn ~ P ~Dp (Pn ) ~ O. Moreover, the converse holds as 
well:ifpn ~p~Dp(pn)~Oandqn ~q~Dq(qn)~O,the 
triangle inequality gives 

D (Pn ,qn )<D (P,Pn) + D (p,q) + D (qn ,q), 

D (p,q)<D (P,Pn) + D (Pn ,qn) + D (qn ,q), 

so D (Pn ,qn) ~ D (p,q). 
Thus D is continuous ~ Dp is continuous for all P eM. 

But Pn ~ P implies 

Dp (Pn) = D / (Pn) + D p- (Pn) ~ O. 

P ¥= qe M, since there are timelike curves of arbitrarily long FIG. I. The metric D is not semicontinuous in "step Minkowski space." 
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Then, sinceD + andD - are non-negative, bothD p+ (p" ) and 
D p-(P" ) must go to zero asp" _po SinceD + andD - satisfy 
the triangle inequality, the argument in the preceeding para
graph shows that each of D + and D - is continuous. 

Prool (01 3.1): (:::» Consider B£(P) E~. We have 
B£(P)~ p- 1([O,E)) E Jt since D is continuous; therefore Dp 

is continuous and [O,E) is open in [0,00). 
Now consider any open set 0 E Jt. For allp E 0 there is 

a neighborhood U(P) E Jt such that U is compact and 
U C 0, since M is paracompact. Let au = U - U. Now 
au = Un U c, soaUis closed. Then, since au C Uwhich is 
compact, au is also compact. The continuous image of a 
compact set is compact, so D l (au) are compact and, being 
contained in f/i, which is Hausdorff, are closed. Let 
E± = inf D l (aU). Since p (! au, and since D± are both 
metrics, E ± > 0. 

Claim: Let 0 =! (E+ + E-). Then Bc5(P) C u. 
Proof We consider rEM - U in the four possible re

gions and find, in each case, a q E au such that 
D -(p,r»D -(P,q»E-. 

(i) IfI-(r)nI-(p) =0, thenI-(p)CP6 -r, where 

P6 -r ==I -(P)6I -(r), 

so any q E I -(PI n au works. 
(ii) If I-(r)naUnI-(p)=0 but I-(r)nI-(p)#0, 

thenp is contained in the common future of I -(r) n I -(PI, 
which is defined as {s:s E I +(t )Vt E I-(r) nI-(p) j,sothereis 

aq E aUnI (P) which is also. But thenP6 -q C r6 -po 
(iii) If rEI +(P) - U, then there is a q E au n I -(r) such 

thatp6 -q =I-(q) -I-(P) C I-(r) -I-(P) = r6 -po 
(iv) All other rEM - U must have I -(r) n au #0. Let 

qE I (r)naU.Thenp6-qCP6-r. 
The dual argument shows that D +(p,r»E+ for all 

rEM - U so D (p,r»E- + E+. Thus Bc5 (P) C U. Therefore 
OE~. 

(<=) Suppose D is not continuous. Then there is apE M 
and an E> ° such that for all neighborhoods U (P), there is a 
q E U such that D (p,q) > E. Consider the set B£/2 (P) E ~. 
Then there is no neighborhood U(P) E Jt such that U 
C B£/2(P). Thus B£/2(P)(!Jt. Hence the topologies do not 
agree, which is a contradiction. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 

We have seen in Fig. 1 that D is not continuous for "step 
Minkowski space." In fact, this illustrates a necessary condi
tion for the continuity of D. 

Proposition 3.3: D is continuous:::>M is causally contin
uous. ll 

Proof Suppose M is not causally continuous. Then there 
is ap EM such that either I - or I + is not outer continuous at 
p. Without loss of generality, let I - be not outer continuous. 
Then (BE,3 HE, I and Hawking and Sachsll) there is a com-

pact set K C M - I -(PI such that for all neighborhoods 

U(P) E Jt there is a q E U(P) such that K n I -(q) #0. 

Consider the set {I +(r):r EM - I -(PI j. This is an open 
cover of K so there is a finite open subcover, say {I + (r;): 
l<i<nJ. Let sEKn I-(q), where qE U(P) is such that 

Kn I-(q)#0. Since sEK, sEI+(r;) for some i. Since 

S E I -(q), there is a sequences" -S,S" E I -(q); and I +(r;) 
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is open, so there is a neighborhood VIs) C I + (r;). Choose 
s" E V (theremustbeonesinces" -s). Then there is a future 
directed timelike curve from ri to q which contains s,,' so 
ri EI-(q). ThusI-(r;) C I-(q). 

LetE = mind(I-(r;)), l..;;i..;;n. Then {q: D(p,q) <EjE ~ 
contains no open set of Jt, but is not empty (it contains pI, 
and so is not open in Jt. By Theorem 3.1, since the topolo
gies do not agree, D is not continuous. 

A simple example shows that causal continuity is the 
strongest of the usual causal conditions (BE3 and Ref. 11) 
which is necessary for the continuity of D. Let M be Min
kowski space with t restricted to some open interval f/i (to 
guarantee finite time1ike dimeter). If a single point is re
moved, M is no longer causally simple (the weakest causality 
condition stronger than causal continuity) since there exists 
apE M such that J + (P) is not closed in Jt. Nevertheless it is 
clear that D is unaffected by the removal of a single point. 

However, D reflects more than the causal structure of 
M. Since D depends on lengths of curves in M, conformal 
changes in the metric can affect continuity. In their discus
sion of the existence of simultaneous synchronous coordi
nates, Wald and Yiplo define a maximum lifetime function 
I: M - f/i. In our notation 1(P) = d(J+(p)), but since null 
portions of causal curves have zero length,J(p) = d (I +(P)). 
This is clearly a measure of the effect of the metric on lengths 
offuture directed causal curves through p, so we expect rela
tionships between properties of D and properties of I The 
next few results illuminate the connection between the con
tinuity of D and various conditions onl 

Figure 2 is an example ofWald and Yip in whichl is not 
continuous. A conformal factor O(t,x) = 1 + h (8 )/r, where 
r = (t 2 + X 2)1/2 and tan 8 = - t lx, multiplies the Min
kowski metric in two dimensions. The function h (8) is 
smooth, non-negative, vanishes outside the wedge, and rises 
to a maximum of 1 on an open 8 interval inside the wedge. 
They show that there is an E > Osuch thatl(P) > E for points P 
which have access to the wedge, i.e., I +(P) intersects ther< 0 
portion of the wedge, for some 0> 0. Thus,fis discontinuous 
along the null segment shown, terminating at q such that 
I(q) = E. Moreover, D is clearly discontinuous along the en
tire null cone. This example illustrates, therefore, that causal 
continuity is not a sufficient condition for the continuity of 
D, and motivates the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.4: D is continuous:::> lis continuous. 
Proof Suppose I is not continuous. Then there is a 

P E MandanE> Osuch that for all neighborhoods U(P) E Jt, 
there is a q E U such that If(q) - 1(P)1 > E. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that/(q) > 1(P). Then there exists a 

q 

FIG. 2. The maximum lifetime function! is discontinuous along the dotted 
null segment. 
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future directed causal curve r from q such that 
L (r) - lip) > ~E. Choose r e r such that L (r;q,r):;;.L (r) - lE. 
Then D +(r,p)<JIp) and D +(r,q):;;.L (r) -lE so 

D +(r,q) - D +(r,p):;;.L (r) - !E - lip) > lE. 

Thus D + is not continuous and therefore, by Lemma 3.2, D 
is not continuous. 

It is clear, however, that even continuity ofl is not suffi
cient to guarantee the continuity of D. In the example of Fig. 
2, consider removing the null segment along which/is dis
continuous. Since D is discontinuous on the entire null cone 
this provides a counterexample to the converse of Proposi
tion 3.4. The following theorem shows that one of the other 
conditions of Wald and Yip on I is sufficient, though not 
necessary, for the continuity of D. 

-fheorem 3.5: Provided (M,g) is strongly causal, I ~ 0 
along every future inextendable causal curve (and the dual of 
this condition) ::} D is continuous. 

Proof: Suppose D is not continuous. Then by Lemma 3.2 
there is ape M and a {j> 0 such that for all neighborhoods 
UIp) evil, there is a q e Usuch that D +Ip,q»{j. Choose a 
sequence of such qn which converges to p in vii. For any 
E> 0, there is, for each q n , a future inextendable causal curve 
rn c p6. +qn such that 

L (rn»D +Ip,qn) - E>{j - E. 

Since this holds for any E>O, there are rn Cp 6. +qn such 
thatL (rn ):;;'{j. Now p is an accumulation point of f rn } so, by 
Proposition 2.18 of BE,3 there is a causal limit curve r of 
f r n } such that per and r is future inextendable. 

Note that r n J + Ip) must be null, i.e., r n J +Ip) is con
tained inJ +Ip) - I + Ip), since, ifrwere to intersect I +Ip) at a 
point r, we could find a neighborhood VIr) C I +Ip) and a 
points e rnI +Ip) nI -(r) suchthatsEi V. ThenI-(s)wouldbe 
a neighborhood of p so for q n e I - (s), r n n V = 0, hence r 
cannot lie on r if r is a limit curve of f rn }. But r C J +Ip), 
since r is causal and per. Thus r is null and L (r) = O. 

Now consider a sequence of points f r m} C r such that 
r m + 1 e I + (r m ) and f r m } is not convergent. Such a sequence 
exists because r is future inextendable. Since r is a limit 
curve of f r n }, for each r m we can find a sequence of points 
f sn.m} C r n such that sn,m ~ r m . By construction, the seg
ment of r from p to r m , denoted by r; p ~ r m , is a limit curve 
of the sequence of segments of rn terminating at sn,m' de
noted frn; ~sn,m}. By Proposition 2.21 ofBE,3 since Mis 
strongly causal, there is a subsequence of f r n ; ~ S n,m } 
which converges to r; p ~ r m in the CO topology on curves. 
For convenience we also denote this subsequence by 
f r .. ; ~ sn,m }. Since the length functional is upper semicon
tinuous with respect to the CO topology on curves (Penrose, 12 

p.54), 

L(r;p~ rm):;;.lim supL (rn; ~sn,m) 
n 

::} 0 = lim supL (rn; ~sn,m)· 
n,m 

Thus 

127 

L (r .. ) = L (rn; ~sn,m) + L (rn;S .. ,m ~ ):;;.{j 

::} L (rn; sn,m ~ ):;;.{j - L (rn ;sn,m) 
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::} lim inf L (rn ;Sn,m ~ ) 
n,m 

:;;.lim inf [{j - L (rn; ~ sn,m)] 
n,m 

:;;.{j -lim supL (rn; ~ sn,m) 
n,m 

= {j. 

Now I -(r) is a terminal indecomposable past set (TIP) [see 
Sec. IV for a review of TIP's and terminal indecomposable 
future sets (TIF's)), so there is a future inextendable timelike 
curve A such that I -(r) = I -(A) (Ref. 2). 

Claim: I~ along A. 
Proof: Let teA. Then t e I - (r) so there is an M such that 

m>M::}teI-(rm). Therefore, rm eI+(t) for all m>M. 
Since I + (t ) is open, there is a neighborhood of r m contained 
inI +(t ) so there is an Nsuchthatn >N,m >M::}sn,m e I +(t). 
But 

I(t I:;;. sup I(sn,m) 
m>M,n>N 

:;;.lim inf L (r .. ;Sn,m ~) 
m," 

The dual argument is the same so the theorem follows 
from Lemma 3.2. 

Using Proposition 3.4 we also have the following inci
dental, but immediate, corollary. 

Corollary 3.6: If (M,g) is strongly causal andl ~ 0 along 
every future inextendable causal curve (and the dual condi
tion holds) then lis continuous. 

Having explored in some detail the relationship between 
the continuity of D and the various conditions which can be 
placed on the maximum lifetime function ofWald and Yip, 
we now examine the continuity of D from another point of 
view. 

The usual CO topology on the space of causal curves 
(Ref. 12, p.49) can be modified to give a CO topology on the 
space of future (or past) inextendable causal curves. LetMbe 
strongly causal and let ~ denote the set of all future inexten
dable causal curves in M. Define ~ R (P,Q) = f r:r is a future 
inextendable causal curve in R from a point of Pinto, but not 
out of, Q }. The CO topology on ~ is defined by taking as the 
base the sets withP e vii, Q = I +Ip)forp e I -(r), whereris 
a future inextendable causal curve from a point of P, and 
R e vii such that P C R and Q C R. That this is indeed a 
topology on ~ follows immediately: r e ~ R (P,Q) and 
re ~ R,(P',Q')::}re ~ R-(P",Q"), where R" =R nR I, 
P" =PnP",andQ" =Q nQ'. 

The proper length of future inextendable causal curves 
is a functional L:~ ~ f!lt. Using this we can formulate the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 3.7: D + is continuous atp e M~L is contin
uous across the null cone of p. 

Proof: (<=) Suppose D + is not continuous at p. Then for 
any neighborhood UIp) e vii, there is a q e U such that 
D +1p,q»E.ButthentherecanbenononemptyCOneighbor
hood of the null cone at p in which all the future inextendable 
causal curves have length less than E, a contradiction. 
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(~) We must show that for any E> 0 there is a CO neigh
borhood of the null cone in which all curves have length less 
than E. Since D + is continuous at p, B .. /2 E JI, so let 

P=B .. / 2 (P)· Let R =/+(P) - t P Here t P=/+({q: 
q E / + (r) for all rEP 1) is the chronological common future I I 
of P. Then all causal curves in R have length less than E 

because the segment lying outside / +(P), starting at q, say, 
has length less than !E, as does the segment lying inside/ +(P) 
since it lies outside / + (r) for some rEP. Finally, let Q be the 

union of all / + (q), where q E / + (P) such that / + (q) n t P 
= 0and/ +(q) CR. Then ~ R (P,Q )isaCOneighborhoodof 

the null cone at p in which all future inextendable causal 
curves have length less than E. 

Applying Lemma 3.2 we conclude that D is continuous 
if and only if the length functional on both past and future 
inextendable causal curves is continuous across the light 
cone. 

IV. BOUNDARY 

We now return to the question of attaching a boundary 
to M. Since (M, D) is a metric space there is an isometric 
embedding of (M, D ) into a complete metric space. 13 More
over, there is such an embedding under which the image of 
It!... iS3ensel4; here we denote the complete metric space by 
(M, D), the completion of (M, D) and write M = M u aDM 
where aDM will be termed the D boundary of M. We note 
immediately that (M,D) is Hausdorff since it is a metric 
space. 
_ In tM, 1) ) all Cauchy sequences converge; thus points in 
M can be identified with equivalence classes of Cauchy se
quences of points in M. Then the D boundary of M consists of 
those equivalence classes containing Cauchy sequences 
which do not converge in (M, D ). Consider some examples. 

Example 1: The simplest example is a strip of Min
kowski space. That is, let M = Minkowski space with 
0< t < 1. In this case we can compute D explicitly. In fact, for 
p,qEM, 

+ {A', 
D (p,q) = [A,2 _ (a' _ d )2] 1/2 , 

d>a', 
d<a', 

where A = max(tp,tq), a = min(tp,tq), A' = max(1 - tp' 
1 - tq), a' = min(1 - tp,1 - tq), and d = Ixp - Xq I. Then 
D = D + + D -. To determine the D boundary ofMwe must 
find the equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences which do 
not converge in M. It is clear that the points {p n 1 of any such 
Cauchy sequence will have t coordinates approaching 0 or 1 
and that d for Pn ,Pm with n,m > N will approach 0 as 
N -. 00. Hence equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences will 
be determined by the limit of their t coordinates (either 0 or 1) 
and some value of x. Thus aDM consists of two pieces iso
morphic to flIP. This is exactly what we expect since D is 
continuous, so Theorem 3.1 tells us that ~ agrees with JI; 
hence the space-time can be extended to all of Minkowski 
space and will then include points with these coordinates as 
the boundary of the open set M. 
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FIG. 3. Example 2: M is step Minkowski space with step height A. 

Having written down D explicitly, we can also check 
differentiability. Take, for example,p = (to,O) and considf!;r a 
point q approaching p along the t axis from below. Then if 
q = (to - E,O), 

D;(t)=Dp-(q) = [t~ -(to-E)2]1/2= [2€to-~]1/2 

dD-(t) . (2Et _~]1/2 
~ p =hm- 0 , 

dt .. _0 E 

which is infinite. In fact, this nondifferentiability wUI mani
fest itself at all points even in this simplest of examples. Thus 
(M, D ) is only a CO manifold. 

Example 2: We have already considered two-dimen
sional "step Minkowski space" in Sec. III. As in Example 1 
we can compute D explicitly for this manifold M. In Sec. III 
we observed that D is not continuous across the shadow of 
the step, the part of the light cone labelled r in Fig. 3. Thus 
we know that ~ will not agree with JI and the D boundary 
will therefore not be the boundary of M considered as an 
open set embedded in full two-dimensional Minkowski 
space. In fact, it is easy to see that the future D boundary will 
be in two pieces: one to the left of r in Fig. 3, and one to the 
right, each constructed just as in Example 1, but with a dis
continuity at r since across r, D jumps by the height A of the 
step; see Fig. 4. Moreover, sequences of points which con
verge to a point of r in M only do so in (M, D) if they do not 
approach from the right, since a sequence which approaches 
from the right, although Cauchy, will have distance A from 
its limit point (in M) on r. Thus we will identify such se
quences as points of aDM. Finally, again treating the past D 
boundary as two pieces, to the left and right of r, it is clear 
that each is just the boundary of the open set embedded in 
full two-dimensional Minkowski space. Thus we see that the 
structure of the past singularity causes (M, 1) ) to consist of 
two components a distance A apart, as shown in Fig. 4. 

FIG. 4. Example 2: The completed manifold with boundary (M. 15) has two 
components. 
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Example 3: We now consider an example where we can
not write D explicitly. The closed Friedmann universe has 
Robertson-Walker metric 

dr = S 2(r)[ - dr + dX2 + f2(x) (dO 2 + sin2 0 dIP)], 

wheref(x) = sin(x) and S (r) is proportional to 1 - cos r in a 
matter dominated era and to sin r in a radiation dominated 
era. In this metric, radial geodesics satisfy 

x'(r) = (1 + ~S2)-1/2, 
where E is an arbitrary constant which is zero for null geodes
ics and infinite for the geodesics which are the world lines for 
fundamental particles. Thus the length of a geodesic y is 

L (y) = f S(r) (x,2 - 1)1/2 dr 

= f S(r) [(1 + ~S2)-I_l]I/2dr 

= f ES2[ 1 + ~S2] -1/2 dr. 

Now, a sequence of points {qn J which converges to a pointp 
of M will have converging null cones, and geodesics lying in 
p6,.qn will therefore approach the null cone ofp. But 

L(y)-f ES2(1-~S2)dr=O(E)' E-O, 

so {qn J isaCauchysequencein(M, D ) which converges top. 
Thus ~ agrees with 1. Moreover, any sequence of points 
whose pasts or futures converge to a TIP or TIF will be a 
Cauchy sequence in (M, D), and hence a point in aDMby the 
same argument, so the D boundary and the causal boundary 
agree in this space, each consisting of two pieces isomorphic 
to S 3. This motivates the review of the causal boundary con
struction and the results relating the two boundaries which 
follow later in this section. 

Example 4: This is the example for which Geroch, 
Liang, and Wald7 show that all geodesically continuous 
boundary constructions in which every incomplete geodesic 
of the original space-time terminates at a boundary point 
give non-TI (and hence non-Hausdorff) behavior. We know, 
a priori, that this cannot occur for our metric space construc
tion, but let us examine exactly why the D boundary works 
for this example. 

Take a strip of two-dimensional Minkowski space and 
choose three points p, s, and r as in Fig. 5, where r lies on the 
future light cone of s. Let { Yi J be a sequence of smooth time
like curves which converge in the C°(p,r) topology to y fol
lowed by A. Each A i is a geodesic except for a short section of 
acceleration near s. These short sections can be covered by 
nonintersecting open sets, and Geroch, Liang, and Wald 
show that a conformal factor n can be chosen such that n 
makes each Yi a timelike geodesic, n = 1 on each Yi and 
n = 1 outside the open sets. Thus n can be chosen to be 
smooth everywhere buts so we excises from the manifoldM. 
Now, since the lengths of the geodesics Yi approach the 
length of Y, in any geodesically continuous boundary con
struction the sequence {r J will converge to the boundary 
point at s. (For more detail see Ref. 7.) 

What happens near s if we define D on this space-time? 
Although this is a singularity which blue-shifts nearby geo-
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p 

FIG. 5. Example 4: The D boundary is Hausdorff. 

desics, any sequ~nce of points which converges to s in the 
original Minkowski space will still be a Cauchy sequence in 
(M, D). Thus the D boundary contains a point which we can 
identify with s. Moreover, D (r, s) is then clearly positive so 
the non-TI behavior of a geodesically continuous boundary 
construction has disappeared. This is consistent with the fact 
that the D boundary construction is not geodesically contin
uous in all cases. For example, in the "step Minkowski 
space" considered in Example 2, the boundary is clearly not 
geodesically continuous across y. In general this is a reflec
tion of the global character of D discussed in Sec. III. 

What relation does the D boundary construction have to 
other boundary constructions? To answer this question we 
begin by extending the causal structure of M to M. 

Let F = [a,b) C fit. Consider a causal curve y: F _ M. 
Thenp e aDMis a future boundary point (FBP) ofyatc eF, 
iff or all neighborhoods U (P) e g; there is a to e F such that 
y(t) e U for all t e F with to<,t < c. If c = band y is future 
inextendable, p is a future boundary endpoint (FBE) of y. 
Here g; is the metric topology on (M, 15 ). The past boundary 
point (PBP) and endpoint (PBE) are defined dually. 

Lemma 4.1: A FBP at c is unique if it exists. 
Proof: Suppose not. Then there are p =l=q such that q and 

pare FBP's of a curve y at c. Since (M, D) is Hausdorff there 
are neighborhoods U(P), V(q) e g; such that Un V = 0, a 
contradiction. 

In particular, the FBE of a curve is unique if it exists. 
With this result an extension of y into (M, 15 ) is well defined: 
Lety:F - (M, 15 )begivenbyy(t) = y(t ) for all t e F, Y(b) = p 
if p is the FBE of y. 

Lemma 4.2: If 1 = ~ , Y is continuous. 
Proof: Since 1 = ~, y: F _ (M, D) is continuous. 

Hence, by definition, y is continuous on F. Consider a se
quence {xn J C Fwithxn -b. Then for all to eF there is an 
N such that n > N => x n > to' Since p is the FBE of y, for all 
E>O there is a to eFsuch that y(t) eBe(P) ifto<t<b. Thus 
there is an N such that n >N> y(xn) e Be(P). Therefore 
y(xn ) - p, so Y is continuous. 

Lemma 4.3: Provided 1 = ~, y: F _ (M, D) has a 
FBE ¢> y is uniformly continuous. 

Proof: ({:::::) Since y is uniformly continuous there is a 
unique uniformly continuous extension y: F _ M. Then Y(b ) 
is the FBE of y. 
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(=» If y has a FBE then r is contin~us (by Lemma 4.2), 
and hence uniformly continuous since F is compact, so y is 
uniformly continuous also. _ _ 

Now we can define the chronology on M. For p,q e M, 
define p to be to the chronological past of q (and q to be to the 
chronological future of p) if there is a timelike curve y such 
thatp e y, orp is aPBP ofyand q e y, orqis FBP ofy. This 
clearly reduces to the chronology on M if so restricted, so we 
continue to write pel - (q) and q e I + (P). 

We observe first that forp eaDM, I-(P) nMisopen in 
vii by the usual argument (see Ref. 12, p. 13). Moreover, we 
have the following lemma. _ 

Lemma 4.4: For p eM, I +(P) is open in g. 
Proof Consider q e I + (P). Since q e I + (P) there isa time

like curve y either through p and q or with boundary points 
at p and/or q. Suppose 1+ (P) is not open at q. Then for every 
neighborhood U (q) e J!), U intersects the complement of 
I+(P). Thus we can choose a Cauchy sequence {rn 1 eM 
such that rn -+q, i.e.,D(rn,q) -+ 0, andI-(rn) nI+(p) = 0 
for alln. But then y C rnD.qsoD(rn,q»L (y) >0, a contra
diction. 

With this lemma we can relate the chronological pasts 
and futures of points on the D boundary to the TIP's and 
TIF's of the Geroch, Kronheimer, and Penrose causal com
pletion.2 Recall that an indecomposable past set (IP) is a 
nonempty past set which cannot be written as the union of 
two proper subsets which are also nonempty past sets. A 
terminal IP (TIP) is an IP which cannot be written as I -(PI 
for any p eM. Indecomposable future sets (IF's) and TIF's 
are defined dually. Alternatively, IP's are the past of time I ike 
curves while IF's are their futures. Applying the same argu
ment used to prove Lemma 4.4 we obtain a corollary. 

Corollary 4.5: IP's and IF's are open in J!). 
We will use this result shortly, but the next step is the 

following proposition. 
Proposition 4.6: Let peaDM. Then if I-(P)#0, 

I -(PI nMis an IP. 
Proof For the purposes of this proof we will use I - to 

denote I - restricted to M. Since I -(PI is nonempty, p is a 
FBP of some curve y: F -+ M. Consider the IP in M generat
ed by y, I -(y). Suppose I -(y)#I -(Pl. Then either (i) 
3r e I -(y) - I -(PI, which is impossible since, if reI -(y), 
thenr e I -(p),or(ii) 3r e I -(PI - I -(y), which is alsoimpos
sible since pel + (r). So by Lemma 4.4 and the fact that p is a 
FBP inI-(p) ofy, ynI -(r)#0 and hence reI -(y). 

Note that 1-(P) n Mis a TIP ¢:> p is a FBE, i.e., the curve 
y which generates I -(PI n M is future inextendable. 

Thus to compare the D boundary to the causal bound
ary, we define a mapping i:(M, D) -+ Me given by the entries 
i(P) in the following table: 

I+(P)#0 

[I (P)] 

o 
Here [I +(P)] denotes the equivalence class of IP's and IF's 
identified with I +(P) n M under the causal completion proce
dure. To verify that this mapping is well defined we must 
check that the identification [I + (P)] = [I - (P) ] is really 
madeinMe. 
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First we briefly review the construction of Me. (For a 
thorough account see Ref. 2.) If M is required to be strongly 
causal, then Mis the set of all IP's, M is the set of all IF's, and 
~ is the disjoint union MuM with the identification of 
I -(PI eM and I +(P) eM forallp eM. IfP e M or P e M, the 
corresponding element of ~ is denoted by JiR . 

The topology on ~ is the coarsest in which the sets 

Aint = {JiR:PeMandPnA #0l, 

Aext = {JiR:PeMand 'tiS C M,P=I-(S)=>I+(S)Q:A l, 

and their duals Bint and r t are open, for A eM and B e M. 
Finally, Me is ~ / -, where the equivalence relation -
makes the fewest identifications necessary to obtain a Haus
dorff space. We denote the associated topo..!ogy by cr? 

Since M is isometrically embedded in M and since I + (P) 
and I -(PI are identified in ~ for p eM, the mapping 
i:M -+ Me is well defined for p eM. For p e aDM consider 
I - (P) n M #0 as an IP. Then I - (P) n M has neighborhoods 
in ~ of the form A \nt n ... nA:t nA ~xt n ... nA ~xt. Since 
A int and A ext are sets ofIP's they are, considered as subsets of 
M, open in!) by Corollary 4.5. Thus every neighborhood of 
I -(PI nM (considered as an IP) is open in J!) and~enceinter
sects I +(P) n M (considered as an IF), so since Me is Haus
dorff, the two must be identified. 

This shows that i: M -+ Me is well defined and, more
over, continuous. Is this map open as well? That is, for 
U e J!) is there a Ve cr? such that i( U) = V? For a strongly 
causal space M, cr? restricted to M agrees with vii (Ref. 7). 
Since i identifies p eM in M and Me' i is open on M if and 
only if the image of every open set in g is open in vii, i.e., g 
agrees with vii. (We already know that the preimage of every 
open set in cr? is open in J!) .) Thus by Theorem 3.1 i is open 
on M if and only if D is continuous. 

Now consider an open set U e J!) which contains points 
of a DM and suppose i( U) is not open in cr? That is, suppo~ 
there is some pointp e aDM such that every open set in ~ 
containing i(P) contains points which are not in i(U). These 
points are equivalence classes of TIP's and TIF's which ei
ther correspond to points in aDM which are not in U, or 
correspond to no point of aDM [which means, by Lemma 
4.3, that they are generated by curves which are not uniform
ly continuous maps of F into (M, D)]. In either case this 
means that there must be causal curves oflength greater than 
some E arbitrarily near and outside the null cone of p. But 
then each null curve in the null cone of p is also a null curve 
through points of M, and hence, by Proposition 3.7, D is not 
continuous. We have just proved the first of the following 
propositions. 

Proposition 4. 7: For a strongly causal space-time M, 
i:(M, D ) -+ Me is open ¢:> D is continuous. 

Proposition 4.8: If i is an open map, it is also one to on!: 
Proof Suppose not. Then there ~e !.wo points p #q in M 

such that i(P) = i(q). Since p #q and (M, D ) is Hausdorff there 
are neighborhoods U(P), V(q) e J!) such that Un V = 0. 
Consider i( U) and i( V). Since i is open, these images are open; 
hence, since they both contain i(P) = .!lq) they!ntersect in an 
open set We cr? Since M is dense in Me' and ~ restricted to 
M agrees with vii, W n M is open in vii. But i-I( W) contains 
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FIG. 6. Example 5: Strip Minkowski space with I± (P) and I± (q) re
moved. Cauchy sequences approachingp and q are identified. 

points of M which must then be in both U and V, a contradic
tion. 

We can now combine Lemma 4.3, Proposition 4.7, and 
Proposition 4.8 in the following theorem which summarizes 
the relationship between the D boundary and the causal 
boundary. 

Theorem 4.9: The part of aDM which has either a past or 
a future is homeomorphic to the part of acM which is gener
ated by uniformly continuous curves. That is, (p e aDM: 
1+(P)#0 or 1-(P)#0}:::::{Peac M: P=[/+(y)) or 
P = [I - (y)] where y: F -+ (M, D ) is uniformly continuous} . 

R. Geroch (private communication via R. Wald and D. 
Eardley) has suggested the following example in which there 
is a part of aDM with no past or future. 

Example 5: Consider a strip of Minkowski space-time 
again, as in Example 1; consider two spacelike separated 
points p and q in the strip. Remove the closures of their pasts 
and futures; see Fig. 6. Then we have the curious pheno
menon that Cauchy sequences appr9achingp and q are iden
tified in the construction of aDM. Roughly speaking, p and q 
map to a single point in a DM. This phenomenon is generic to 
the case where the part of aDM with no past or future is 
nonempty, and illustrates the fact that it always consists of 
exactly one point in this case. This boundary point is always 
missing in Me because no TIP's or TIFs belong to it. 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have seen that defining a metric space topology on a 
spacetime, and then completing the metric space to obtain 
the D boundary provides a new procedure for constructing 
the "singular points" of a spacetime manifold. The new con
struction is different from, but related to several older con
structions. In particular, it is closely related to the causal 
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boundary, and conditions under which the two are the same 
have been obtained. 

The new construction is different from the causal 
boundary, though, in that it provides a metric topology on 
the boundary. Also, the D boundary is by its nature more 
global than the g boundary and thus avoids the particular 
problem of the unphysical topology in the example of Ger
och, Liang, and Wald. The detailed relation between the D 
boundary and this as well as other boundary constructions 
could be explored in future work. Moreover, the global and 
metric nature of the new construction suggests that it may be 
possible to use it to obtain bounds on solutions of Einstein's 
equation, despite the fact that, since D in general is not differ
entiable, it does not provide adequate coordinates in which 
to solve the equations exactly. 
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